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Passionate and creative, my journey from photography to graphic design studies at the University West of England
has shaped a diverse skill set. Ensuring projects blend aesthetic appeal with meaningful connections, I work in print,
zines, moving images, and computer graphics. Fluent in English, French, and Filipino, with a background in German, I
bring a unique cultural perspective to my work. Excelling in collaboration and valuing teamwork, I'm eager to apply
my artistic flair and technical skills to new projects, anticipating the opportunities ahead.

+44 7872 122641jessicaremy99@gmail.com https://www.jessicaremydesign.com

Contributed significantly to the Daigo 3 Digital project, conducting live online classes in The Gambia
for various age groups. Specialized in teaching visual art creation using GIMP, an alternative to
Photoshop, and applying photography skills. Effectively collaborated within a large team to
coordinate lessons and led graphic design sessions in smaller pairs.

Volunteer Teacher - The Daigo 3 Digital Project April 2021

Experience

Commissioned Illustrations - UWE Healthcare July 2021

As a collaborative duo, we partnered with a project manager to craft a visual representation,
mapping the student journey for BAME groups in preparation for a workshop at UWE.

Through the Design Buddy scheme, I completed a one-week internship at Mytton Williams design
studio in Bath. Here, I immersed myself in a professional work environment within the design field,
actively contributing to various projects and playing a key role in the rebranding process for a
company, from redesigning their logo to enhancing their website.

Graphic Design Internship - Mytton Williams November 2021

In March I started as a Marketing Designer at Algebris, an asset management firm. My
responsibilities included designing brochures, presentations, and rewriting documents or media
content in English, such as LinkedIn materials. Utilizing my UI skills, I designed for their charitie’s
website. I also handled WordPress tasks for their main website and took charge of event products
like cards, tags, and brochures. Additionally, I played a role in organizing podcasts. 

Marketing Designer Internship - Algebris March 2023

Education

September 2018 – June 2019
International Foundation in Arts, Design and Media
University of Gloucestershire

September 2019 – June 2022BA(Hons) Graphic Design
University of the West of England

Adobe Softwares 
UX/UI 

Time Management
Cross Cultural Skills 

Skills

Creativity
Problem Solving

https://www.jessicaremydesign.com/

